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ABSTRACT
Feature-based approaches to software design, like delta-oriented programming, are well-suited to support multi-product
software development paradigms, such as Software Product
Lines. Currently, the popular UML notation does not support delta-oriented software design, so that several ad-hoc
notations tend to be used. This paper presents a systematic
approach to import concepts from delta-oriented programming into the mainstream notation UML. This is done with
minimal overhead by specifying a new, slim, delta-oriented
UML profile. It is compatible with languages that support
delta-oriented programming such as DeltaJ and ABS. The
usefulness of the profile is evaluated with a case study.
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•Software and its engineering → Software design engineering;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The modeling of product variability—identifying and managing the commonalities and differences among software
products—is a key issue of any software product line (SPL)
development process. Variability modeling spans all phases of
SPL development, from analyzing the problem by gathering
requirements, to design and implementation of a solution in
the form of software. Variability modeling is thus a concern
in both problem space and solution space.
In the problem space, variability is typically modeled by
abstracting requirements to features and describing dependencies between features in a feature model. In the solution
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space, features are mapped to implementation artifacts. This
is often done in an ad-hoc manner and implicitly by using
#ifdefs and similar conditional compilation concepts. More
systematic support on the language level is provided by
feature-oriented programming (FOP) that implements features using feature modules [1]. A more recent approach
is delta-oriented programming (DOP), an object-oriented
language concept that allows a flexible “n-to-m” mapping
of features to delta modules (or deltas for short): a feature
can be implemented using multiple deltas, while a delta can
supply the (partial) implementation for multiple features.
A standard approach for specifying and visualizing the
design of software systems is the widely used Unified Modeling Language (UML). At present UML does not include
modeling elements for specifying the structural variability of
a software design. While extensions to cover feature-oriented
design have been put forward [8, 11], such extensions only
enable variability modeling at a very abstract level in the
problem space. Critically, they provide no connection to the
model elements used in designing the solution, such as UML
class diagrams. This makes it hard to realize a key ingredient of any modern SPL development processes: traceability
between problem space and solution space. To remedy this
situation, in this paper we propose a systematic connection
between delta-oriented programming and UML structure
diagrams. This will take the form of a UML profile that
comes with minimal overhead.

2.

DELTA-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

Delta-oriented programming is a feature-oriented programming paradigm suitable for the development of Software
Product Lines [9]. It constitutes a two-tier approach for
addressing product variability: First, so-called code deltas
are associated with a feature they are supposed to implement.
A delta is a set of syntactic code changes that specify in a
structured manner how existing code has to be modified to
implement a given feature. Second, to obtain from a given
program P a new version Pf that supports feature f , one applies to P the code deltas associated to f . The resulting “flat”
standard program Pf realizes feature f . Delta application
is performed by a dedicated compilation step, which makes
sure that the resulting product Pf is well-typed and the delta
application sequence satisfies possible ordering constraints.
The ability to apply several deltas consecutively makes the

approach compositional. For details, see Schaefer et al. [9].
In contrast to deltas, conventional OO languages often
encode feature-driven variability with the help of class inheritance. But combining both, variability and functional
aspects in one and the same code base, tends to result in
code that is hard to understand and maintain. The ability
to clearly separate feature design and functional design aspects is an advantage for the development of feature-rich
software [4]. Another benefit is that the product obtained
after delta application contains exactly the code required to
implement the requested features and none else.

2.1

Delta Oriented Programming with ABS

The ABS language [6] is an object-oriented, concurrent,
executable modeling language. The full specification of its
syntax and semantics is available1 . ABS provides language
constructs and tools for modeling SPLs using the DOP approach. Specifically, it supports feature modeling at the
design stage, while it provides DOP at the level of code.
An SPL is implemented in ABS as a set of core modules
(the core, cf. Section 3.1) and a set of delta modules that
modify the core. Delta modules represent the variability of
an SPL at the implementation level. ABS delta modules
modify a core module by adding, modifying or removing
program elements, including attributes, classes, methods and
interfaces (cf. Section 3.3 for an example).
Features and deltas in ABS are connected in such a way
that features can be easily traced to the delta modules that
provide their implementation, and vice versa, via a product
line configuration (cf. Section 3.4). Each feature can be
implemented using one or more deltas, while each delta may
contribute to the implementation of one or more features.
A product line configuration provides the information to
determine which deltas will be applied in which order to the
core, whenever a set of desired features is selected.
A set of selected features that satisfy the constraints mandated by the feature model is called a product. The result
of a sequence of delta applications to a core mandated by a
given product is called a software product.

2.2

Delta-Oriented Programming with DeltaJ

DeltaJ [7, 9] is a Java-based programming language that
supports DOP. It is similar to ABS in scope and syntax, with
core modules, delta modules and product generation.
The latest version of DeltaJ [7] does not require a core;
product generation relies only on the composition of delta
modules. Deltas may add, remove, or modify classes by modifying their methods and attributes. The feature declaration
and a set of valid feature configurations are contained in a
delta-oriented product line module. For each delta one must
specify the features that require its presence.
Product generation is similar as in ABS by composing all
delta modules requested by a feature selection. The first
delta is applied to the empty program, because there is no
core module, then the second delta is applied to the outcome
of the first delta application, etc.

3.

THE UML-DOP PROFILE

As a modeling language that is widely used in software
development, UML has a standard syntax and semantics.
However, sometimes UML syntax and semantics are not suf1
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ficient to express a specific system concept in a particular
domain (e.g., real-time, business process modeling, finance).
One approach provided by the OMG to overcome this problem is UML profiles [5]. These can be used to customize
UML syntax for a specific domain or programming language.
A UML profile is defined by a set of extension mechanisms
that permit customization: stereotypes, tagged values, and
constraints (see http://www.omg.org). A stereotype is a
class type that extends another UML class with a specific
mechanism and that must be used together with its extension
class. A stereotype class has properties or attributes, called
tagged values.
We define a UML profile, called UML-DOP, to capture
delta-oriented concepts in UML notation. Each syntax element of the static design view of DOP extends a UML meta
class and is mapped to stereotypes, tagged values, and constraints. Although the profile is defined based on ABS and
DeltaJ, for simplicity we use ABS for examples of the profile
application. There is an important advantage of basing the
UML-DOP profile on the DOP approach: as there is a oneto-one mapping from DOP elements to UML model elements,
there is a deterministic translation from ABS/DeltaJ code
stubs to UML model elements. Vice versa, UML (with the
UML-DOP profile) can encode product variability in exactly
the same efficient manner as it is possible in DOP.

3.1

Core Modules

ABS specifies core behavioral modules based on objectoriented modeling. Each object of a system is an instance of
a class and each class must implement one or more interfaces.
Core modules declare a list of model elements for export and
import to regulate access from and to other modules [6]. The
following code snippet is an example of an ABS core module
in the AISCO case study (see Section 4).
module Program;
interface Program {
Program getProgram();
Unit setProgram(String
}
class ProgramImpl(Int id,
implements Program {
Program getProgram() {
Unit setProgram(String
}

name, Int amount);
String name, Int amount)
return this; }
name, Int amount) { ... }

Mapping to UML
We extend the UML class definition in the UML-DOP profile
to cover properties specific to DOP. A class in DOP has
mostly the same semantics as a UML class. Hence, an ABS
class maps to a UML class. However, we must account
for the differences between ABS and UML classes. For
example, ABS has class parameters that initialize the class
attributes with given parameter values. As there exist no
class parameters in UML, we map ABS class parameters to
a suitable constructor method in UML: for each ABS class
declaration with a non-empty parameter list p we create a
public constructor method in UML whose name is the same
as the ABS class name and with parameter list p. In addition,
private attribute declarations for the elements of p are added
to the UML class.
Classes in ABS implement one or more interfaces and are
declared inside a module. ABS modules behave similarly
to UML packages that have export and import lists. Hence

we map an ABS module to a UML package with stereotype
«module». The export and import directives of ABS modules
are mapped to UML dependencies stereotyped «export» and
«import», respectively. Figure 1 shows the UML Diagram
resulting from mapping the core ABS module Program based
on the stereotypes in the UML-DOP profile.

the stereotypes defined above.
<<feature>>
ProgramData

[1 .. *]
<<optional>>

<<interface>>

Program
+getProgram(): Program
+setProgram(name,amount): Unit

<<feature>>
Periodic

ProgramImpl

<<feature>>
Continuous

<<feature>>
Eventual

-id: Int
-name: String
-amount: Int
+ProgramImpl(id,name,amount)
+getProgram(): Program
+setProgram(name,amount): Unit

Figure 1: UML representation of ABS core module

3.2

<<mandatory>>
<<optional>>

<<module>>
Program

Feature Modeling

An ABS feature model is defined using a textual variability
language that organizes features in a tree structure similar
to feature diagrams. A feature model specifies properties for
each feature. It also specifies dependencies among features
through grouping, as well as “require”/“exclude” constraints.
The following code snippet is part of the ABS feature model
for the AISCO case study (cf. Section 4).
root AISCO {
group allof {
ProgramData {
group [1..*] {
opt Periodic, opt Continuous, Eventual } },
opt DonationData {
group [0..*] { Money, Item, Confirmation } }, } }

In this example a mandatory feature ProgramData has
two optional child features, Periodic and Continuous, and
one mandatory feature Eventual. There is also an optional
feature DonationData that can have one or more child features Money, Item and Confirmation. The group constraint
for the root feature AISCO is allof, meaning all elements of
the group must appear. The group constraint for feature
ProgramData has cardinality [1..*] implying that one can
choose one or more child features, and the constraint for
DonationData has cardinality [0..*], which is equivalent to
making all child features optional.

Mapping to UML
We map a feature to a UML component with stereotype
«feature», because a feature is more abstract than a class
and has various dependencies. The implementation of a
feature is given by delta modules, as explained in Section 3.3.
The group constraint of a feature is given as a cardinality [3] (e.g. allof, opt, [1..*]) that specifies the number of
child features that can be selected within the group. We
map a feature group to a UML port with a cardinality property of type string. The relation between parent features
and child features is mapped to a UML dependency with
stereotype «optional» or «mandatory». Additional relations
(constraints) among feature in ABS (for example require and
exclude) are mapped to a UML dependency with corresponding stereotype (for example «require» and «exclude»).
Figure 2 shows the UML diagram that results from mapping the ABS feature model in Section 3.2 to UML based on

Figure 2: UML representation of ABS feature model

3.3

Delta Modeling

ABS delta modules modify a set of ABS core modules.
The following code is an example of a delta module named
DEventual. It modifies class ProgramImpl to add a new
attribute end_date and a method setEndDate.
delta DEventual;
modifies class Program.ProgramImpl {
adds String end_date = "";
adds Unit setEndDate (String e) { end_date = e; }
}

Mapping to UML
We extend UML to represent the central concept of DOP,
delta modules. A delta describes a set of changes to a
given ABS core modules in order to (partially) implement
one or more features. A delta module can modify multiple
classes and interfaces. Hence we map a delta module to a
UML package with stereotype «delta». It consists of one
or more modified classes or modified interfaces that has an
association with the original class. The modified class is
mapped to a UML class with stereotype «modifiedClass»
and the modified interface is mapped to a UML interface with
stereotype «modifiedInterface». The association between
the original class/interface and the modified class/interface
is stereotyped «adds», «removes» or «modifies», depending
on the type of modification.
The modifier that describes how a certain element of the
class/interface is modified is mapped to a UML property
(for attributes) or UML operation (for methods) and has
one of the stereotypes «adds», «removes» or «modifies».
For example, if a new attribute is added to the modified
class, there will be a UML property with stereotype «adds»
representing that attribute.
Figure 3 shows the UML diagram that represents the ABS
delta module DEventual. The delta module is represented as
a UML package DEventual with stereotype «delta». The
class ProgramImpl modified by the delta adds a new attribute
and a method. This is represented by the modified class
ProgramImpl with the end_date attribute stereotyped with
«adds». The new method is represented by the operation
setEndDate with stereotyped «adds».

3.4

Product Line Configuration

A product line configuration specifies the (many-to-many)
relation between features in feature modeling and deltas
in delta modeling. Based on the set of features in a specific product, the configuration defines which delta modules

<<module>>
Program

<<product>>
MUI

<<modifies>>

ProgramImpl
<<delta>>
DEventual

-id: Int
-name: String
-amount: Int

<<modifiedClass>>

+ProgramImpl(id,name,amount)
+getProgram(id): Program
+setProgram(name,amount): Unit

<<feature>>
Eventual

<<feature>>
Expense

ProgramImpl
-<<adds>> end_date: String

<<feature>>
Income

+<<adds>> setEndDate(): Unit

<<feature>>
StoryBoard

Figure 3: UML representation of an ABS delta
Figure 5: UML representation of AISCO product
should be applied. In ABS the declaration starts with the
name of a product line, followed by the list of features and a
configuration for each delta module [2].
The code snippet below is part of a product line configuration for the AISCO product line (cf. Section 4). The when
clause specifies an application condition [9]. For example, the
delta DEventual is applied whenever the Eventual feature
is selected in a product. Our example has only one-to-one
relations between deltas and features. In general, a feature
may trigger application of more than one delta and some
deltas might be applied only for a combination of features. It
is also possible to specify a partial order on the application
of deltas using an after clause (not shown here).
productline AISCO;
delta DPeriodic when Periodic;
delta DEventual when Eventual;
delta DContinuous when Continuous;

Mapping to UML
In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we mapped features to UML components and ABS delta modules to UML packages. Product line configurations define a link between features and
deltas. Hence we represent a product line configuration as a
UML dependency between a UML component with stereotype
«feature» that represents the feature, and a UML package
with stereotype «delta» that represents the delta module.
This UML dependency has stereotype «when» to indicate
the application condition. If more than one delta is applied
for a feature, we can specify the order using a UML dependency between two deltas with stereotype «after». Figure 4
shows a UML diagram that models part of the product line
configuration above.
<<feature>>
Eventual

<<delta>>
DEventual

product MUI (Eventual, StoryBoard, Income, Expense);

The set of requested features is declared after the product name in parentheses. For example, the MUI product
implements the features Expense, Income, StoryBoard and
Eventual.

Mapping to UML
In the UML-DOP profile we have to represent the relation
between products and features specified by a product selection. A product has one or more features and a feature
can be selected for multiple products. In Section 3.2 we
mapped features to UML components. Because a product
is essentially a set of features, we represent a product as a
UML component with stereotype «product». The features
implemented within that product are represented by a UML
dependency to that component. Figure 5 shows the UML
representation of the MUI product declared above.

3.6

UML-DOP Profile Summary

A summary of the mapping between some DOP elements
and stereotyped UML elements of the UML-DOP profile is
shown in Table 1. The UML extensions are characterized
by their stereotype names. The DOP elements Export Module, Import Module, Optional, Mandatory, Require, Exclude,
When, After are mapped to UML Base Class Dependency
with obvious stereotype names «export», etc; elements Feature and Product are mapped to UML Base class Component.
DOP Element
Name
Module
Delta Module
Delta Parameter

<<modifiedClass>>

ProgramImpl

Module Modifier

-<<adds>> end_date: String
<<when>>

UML Base
Class
Package
Package
Property
Association
Class
Interface

+<<adds>> setEndDate(): Unit

Modifier

Operation;
Property

Stereotype Name
«module»
«delta»
«deltaParam»
«adds», «removes»
«modifies»
«modifiedClass»
«modifiedInterface»
«adds»
«removes»
«modifies»

Figure 4: UML representation of ABS product line
configuration

Table 1: Map of DOP elements to UML stereotypes

3.5

4.

Product Selection

An ABS product selection defines product variants based
on the features that they include. The AISCO case study
(cf. Section 4) defines several product variants; the MUI product shown below represents one such variant.

EVALUATION

We evaluate the completeness of our UML-DOP profile
by applying the profile to an delta-oriented SPL modeled in
ABS. We chose the “Adaptive Information System for Charity Organizations” (AISCO), a software system that helps

charity organizations to publish their activities and to generate financial reports. By applying the UML-DOP profile, a
design model of the entire AISCO SPL is obtained, of which a
fragment is displayed in Figure 6. It shows the core Program
module, containing the Program interface and an implementing class. Product selection is illustrated with the product
MUI that has four features. Among these, the Eventual feature is implemented by applying the delta DEventual, which
adds a new attribute and method to the ProgramImpl class.
A more detailed description of the case study is part of the
technical report accompanying this paper [10].
The UML-DOP profile makes it possible to represent the
delta-oriented design of the entire AISCO product line. Feature variability, feature implementation, the modifications
implemented by deltas, as well as product selection are all
clearly visible in a single UML diagram.
<<module>>
Program

<<interface>>

Program
+getProgram(): Program
+setProgram(name,amount): Unit
<<modifies>>

ProgramImpl
<<delta>>
DEventual

-id: Int
-name: String
-amount: Int

<<modifiedClass>>

+ProgramImpl(id,name,amount)
+getProgram(): Program
+setProgram(name,amount): Unit

ProgramImpl
-<<adds>> end_date: String
+<<adds>> setEndDate(): Unit

<<product>>
MUI
<<feature>>
Eventual

<<feature>>
Expense

<<feature>>
Income

<<feature>>
StoryBoard

Figure 6: AISCO UML-DOP diagram

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We defined a UML-DOP profile that permits to represent
software product line variability using the popular UML notation. By reusing stereotyped UML elements all delta-oriented
programming elements can be represented in UML. In the
profile these stereotypes extend the UML metaclasses Class,
Interface, Component, Package, Dependency, Association,
Property, and Operation.
The proposed profile is compatible with current implementations of DOP, the ABS modeling language and the
DeltaJ extension of Java. The grounding of our suggested
profile in actual programming languages has the advantage
that one can connect the diagrams with executable code.
Hence, our UML-DOP profile is more than a mere visual
design notation, because it reflects precisely the structure
of the underlying implementation. This is a suitable basis
for end-to-end (feature model to executable code) modeling
in SPL development and for round-trip engineering of SPLs.
These are topics we would like to explore in the future.
Our UML-DOP profile can be used as a basis for transformation rules from standard UML designs to feature-oriented

designs expressed with DOP elements and back. We intend
to support automatic translation between standard UML
and UML-DOP using Text-to-Model transformation. Of
specific interest are refactoring rules that can be applied to
transform a legacy system into a feature-based DOP design.
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